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Jeremiah 6:12·· And their houses will certainly be turned over to others for 
possession, the fields and the wives at the same time.  For I shall 
stretch my hand out against the inhabitants of the land, is the 
utterance of Yehowah. 

 [8] - References: 

· You will become engaged to a woman, but another man will rape 
her.  You will build a house, but you will not dwell in it.  You will 
plant a vineyard, but you will not begin to use it. (Deuteronomy 
28:30) 

· Therefore I shall give their wives to other men, their fields to 
those taking possession, for, from the least one even to the 
greatest one, each one is making unjust gain, from the prophet 
even to the priest, each one is acting falsely. (Jeremiah 8:10) 

· The wives in Zion they have humbled, the virgins in the cities of 
Judah. (Lamentations 5:11) 

· And their wealth must come to be for pillage and their houses for 
a desolate waste.  And they will build houses, but they will not 
have occupancy, and they will plant vineyards, but they will not 
drink the wine of them. (Zephaniah 1:13) 

· That is why the anger of Yehowah has grown hot against his 
people, and he will stretch out his hand against them and strike 
them.  And the mountains will be agitated, and their dead bodies 
will become like the offal in the midst of the streets.  In view of 
all this his anger has not turned back, but his hand is stretched 
out still. (Isaiah 5:25) 

· Our own hereditary possession has been turned over to 
strangers, our houses to foreigners. (Lamentations 5:2) 

· And I will bring in the worst ones of the nations, and they will 
certainly take possession of their houses, and I will cause the 
pride of the strong ones to cease, and their sanctuaries must be 
profaned. (Ezekiel 7:24) 

· And you must say to it;  This is what the Sovereign Lord Yehowah 
has said;  Here I am against you, O mountainous region of Seir, 
and I will stretch out my hand against you and make you a 
desolate waste, even a desolation. (Ezekiel 35:3) 
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